FIRESTORM TESTIMONIALS
TV Productions
Security Training
Firework Shows
Theatre

for firing bullet hits on actors and blowing up cars.
for firing simulated small arms fire and landmine blasts.
creating dazzling artistry in the sky from challenging firing sites.
for firing stage pyrotechnics and controlling valves for propane flame effects.

Check out some of the great reviews of the FireStorm Firing System below …
“Just a quick thank you for supplying the systems so fast, Of course had to have a little play, script and everything
works perfectly, so simply to use and quick too!”
Chase Lane Fireworks, UK.
“The Firestorm System is excellent! Congratulations!”
BURNINGBULL SPFX, Colombia.

“Had a great Nov 5th with FireStorm, system performed perfectly”
Nick Hockin, Southover Bonfire Society, UK.

“Andrew is a great guy, impeccable customer service and the product (in our case some RhinoFire Sequencers) are
ultra-reliable, super tough and super user friendly.”
Jason Graham, UK
“Hi Andrew, just to let you know I received my box of goodies today, the kit looks and feels awesome. Modules
are a nice size and weight, all well-made and good quality … I’m well pleased.”
Mathew Mills, UK.
“Systems arrived today, well over the moon with them. Quality pieces of kit.”
Chris Luke, UK.
“I have to say, the system is awesome, beyond expectations☺”
Emil Langleite, Finland.
“First, thank you for getting the Firestorm kit to me so quickly, and second, it's brilliant!! I'm working on a TV
series … had to blow up an ornament in a movie yesterday. He had always avoided using a firing system before
(he's old school, a board and some nails!), so I told him to check out your YouTube channel and, now he's in love!
Can't say enough good things about this system and about your videos, they're the right length and very
informative.”
Bennett Warden, GMen Armoury & SFX, UK.
"The device is fantastic"
George Shaw, International Locations Safety, UK.
"Used the new system for first time last night. Bloody magnificent!"
James Bevis, Starburst Fireworks, Jersey.
"We are very happy, the system proved itself, firing effects over four roof tops at an extremely high profile gig.
It’s simple to use but can fire very complex setups."
"We recently used 6 x RX18 modules and the TX1 transmitter for a display in central Manchester, the effects were
spread over four roof tops and fired from a car park roof. The system proved to be completely reliable and easy to
use, all the material fired perfectly and the response from the transmitter was instantaneous. EasyPyro have
clearly thought through the design, the build quality is good and setting up the system is simple. The transmitter

gives two way communication letting you know with confidence that an effect will fire (absolutely essential for
the high profile shows we work on). This system is designed with professional use in mind, through its simple
procedures complex firing patterns can be produced. We are very happy with the system!"
Chris Winch, Bright Spark Fireworks Ltd, UK.
"Thanks again, great product"
Dave Smith, UK.
“I’m finding the FireStorm to be very useful and capable indeed!”
Scott Peters, UK.
“It all worked great!” – BBC “Horizon” TV Program
Chris Reynolds, SFX Supervisor, UK.
“GOOD: LOVE, LOVE the fact I can see that the batteries are OK.
That has always been a major issue with me with any theatrical / wedding work. If one shell does not fire at an
outdoor display, no one knows. If ONE single fountain does not work at indoor wedding or theatre then
EVERYONE notices, so that alone is a confidence boost.
When I first saw the connectors I thought hmm ... bit of a pain.
I love the connectors! Pre connect the pyro, turn up, plug into receiver, placed the product on the floor. Arm, Fire,
Job done! Brilliant!
BAD: None, seriously.”
Steve Lawrence, Geelong Fireworks PTY Ltd, Australia
“Your [firing] system is by far the easiest I have used, which is a huge stress reliever when on set.”
Bennett Warden, Gmen Armoury & SFX, Ireland.
“I just needed to write and tell you that we used our new Firestorm Firing System using the [TX2] scripted control
desk for the first time this weekend on a very high profile pyro-musical. It was an absolute delight from start to
finish!
Easy to write a script, check it, test it, wire it, fire it and pack away after! It is a superb straight forward system
that those of us who don't feel overly comfortable with technology can understand and use competently. As
you've mentioned it is very intuitive in use and this helps to build operator confidence. The system is very well
built and with rain threatened it was great to be able to close the lids and protect the workings. We didn't have
the usual issues of remembering to recharge the units before taking them out, just a few minutes of battery
swapping and we were confident the show would fire - which it did to perfect timing and to the delight of the
audience.
I could stand back and watch the show!”
Graham Scotney, 1605 Fireworks Limited, UK.

